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Trump was a prophet of American evangelical Christians. When ears listen to
Jesus ‘speaking’ again, Trump becomes a false Messiah. (March 4, 2021)
April 4, 2021
I was thinking if I should write anything on Easter, and what it would be about.
So before starting (as I was not able to think of anything worthy) I clicked the New York Times. This is
the first article I opened even though there were articles on Easter:
“How Trump Steered Supporters Into Unwitting Donations
Online donors were guided into weekly recurring contributions. Demands for refunds spiked. Complaints to banks and
credit card companies soared. But the money helped keep Donald Trump’s struggling campaign afloat.

April 3, 2021
Stacy Blatt was in hospice care last September listening to Rush Limbaugh’s dire warnings about how badly
Donald J. Trump’s campaign needed money when he went online and chipped in everything he could:
$500.
It was a big sum for a 63-year-old battling cancer and living in Kansas City on less than $1,000 per month.
But that single contribution — federal records show it was his first ever — quickly multiplied. Another $500
was withdrawn the next day, then $500 the next week and every week through mid-October, without his
knowledge — until Mr. Blatt’s bank account had been depleted and frozen. When his utility and rent
payments bounced, he called his brother, Russell, for help.
What the Blatts soon discovered was $3,000 in withdrawals by the Trump campaign in less than 30 days.
They called their bank and said they thought they were victims of fraud.
“It felt,” Russell said, “like it was a scam.”
But what the Blatts believed was duplicity was actually an intentional scheme to boost revenues by the
Trump campaign and the for-profit company that processed its online donations, WinRed. Facing a cash
crunch and getting badly outspent by the Democrats, the campaign had begun last September to set up
recurring donations by default for online donors, for every week until the election.” New York Times
America is at a most critical crossroads in its long, tortured, and violent past. We can understand
that by just being a bison for a few minutes as we read the article, before progressing to the
eradication of the Native American Indians, before progressing that to indigenous people of the
world, before progressing to animals, before progressing to Nature, before progressing to …, and
…., and …., and …., and .....! (We are supposed to join the Divine Battle with the weapons held in
the Ten Hands of the Devi.)
Trump was the promised prophet of tens of millions of red-neck, gun-totting, Bible-thumping
Christians. When a prophet leads he makes them blind. He uses religion to fleece them of both
reason and cash. Not even the carnage of the hundreds of thousands of dead and dying of
Covid-19 does not bring sanity to the prophet’s followers.
(Only then will you be able to understand the ruthless mentality of the 1% to plunder and rape
Mother Earth.)
America is the place where 2050 is taking its tender roots today, the Easter morning of 2021.
Kamala Harris lives there and is the Vice-President. Women are freeing themselves from invisible
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shackles and educating their collective Female Brain. HALF THE SKY is rising. Irreversible changes
are taking shape in the Cosmic Horizon.
There is no personality comparable to that of Jesus Christ. Against other religious favorites, this is a
tough call to make. To substantiate it, I would want Jesus to be imagined as a Havard University
Quantum Physics scientist validating the eternity of the soul to explore the Mind of THE MOTHER.
(For us, it should be the vision of 2050 that humanity must begin to experience on a collective level
in the Age that has Come.)
Today it is Easter. Christians are looking for Easter Bunny eggs.
It is also spring. The tender roots of the Resurrection are gently taking root. The Unconditional Love
of the Saviour flows from the Heart of THE MOTHER and has begun to nourish all. Thousands of
Judas Yogis feel the Cool Breeze of the Age that has Come. The most precious are drinking from
the Spring of Eternal Life from within themselves.
This indeed is the best Easter ever for those who have ears that hear. Hope today for us should be
as joyous and comforting as the first fruits of the Savior’s promised Spring of Easter twenty centuries
ago. Amen.
jagbir
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